Exploring how to evaluate a qualitative patient-centered outcome measure: literature review and illustrative example – a Perthes child-friendly measure
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Purpose: To explore the question of ‘how to evaluate a qualitative patient-centred outcome measure’, comprising predominantly open-ended items, including perhaps emojis, story writing and/or pictures, in a way that does not compromise the strictures of the qualitative paradigm, doing so in a credible and authoritative manner. The paper aims to promote debate and discussion in the measurement validation community.

Methods: Comprehensive literature review of three electronic databases (PubMed; SCOPUS; Web of Science/Knowledge) and searches of three outcome-focused journals.

Results: The vast majority (>90%) of the papers only used qualitative methods in the initial, in particular, content validation of a measure and then used (quantitative) psychometric validation procedures. The remaining papers comprised articles that were either methodologically or methods focused and the role of qualitative research. A number of key issues are raised, inter alia: giving primacy to the patient’s perspective; exploring the meaning and interpretation respondents place on the concept and possible items in a measure; prioritising maximising meaningful discrimination from the respondent’s perspective; ensuring face and content validity and relevance of items in the item content pool; and using appropriate qualitative methods, for example, concept elicitation, “think-aloud” and cognitive interviews and expert respondent panels/judges. This approach is applied to validate a child-friendly outcome measure for children with Perthes disease, a paediatric hip condition presenting primarily amongst male children aged 5-8 years.

Conclusions: The core messages are to: (i) not force validation of a qualitative outcome measure into psychometric validation; but (ii) retain full adherence to the principles of the qualitative paradigm and employ procedures drawn from that paradigm. In this manner, primary emphasis would lie on issues of meaningfulness, face and content validity, the meaning of item and measure scores to respondents and, for a child-friendly measure, the child-friendliness of the measure.
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A Muse:
I wonder how we might evaluate a measure which comprises a majority of open-ended questions, including perhaps use of emojis, story writing and pictures. How best, and in a credible and authoritative way, can this be done and thus demonstrate its validity, reliability and responsiveness to change?
Introduction

There are established, tried and tested approaches to the design and testing of a quantitative outcome measure. A common step-by-step approach embraces the following:

- Decide on the aim, purpose, general scope and breadth of the proposed measure, for example: measuring what concept or phenomenon?; used for what purpose (to discriminate between people at one point in time or to evaluate change over time for individuals or a group)?; what aspect of the concept or concept itself is the aim of measurement?; and, what should be the extent of patient-centredness and grounding in patient perspectives and phraseology?
- Develop possible measure content/the item content pool, via, inter alia: reviewing existing measures or those in a related field; open-ended interviews and focus group discussions with the target patient/condition group; and using patient experts and/or expert judges.
- Draw up a pilot measure and evaluate its content and face validity, ease of completion, question phrasing (ease of understanding; unambiguous phrasing, no double questions, sufficiency of response levels for level of discrimination required, relevance of “don’t know” or “not applicable” response option); time taken to complete the measure; potential and patient-perceived burden of measurement. Make use of, for example: focus group discussions with the target patient group and as appropriate clinicians; cognitive interviewing using the “think-aloud” approach.
- Explore the practicality and feasibility of use in clinical practice and clinical/patient utility, via interviews with the target groups, for example, clinicians and patients.
- Refine the measure and re-evaluate as above, continuing as necessary until a prototype measure has been developed ready for psychometric testing.
- Undertake psychometric testing, exploring: the measure’s internal reliability (internal consistency); test–retest reliability; inter-rater reliability, if relevant; criterion validity; and construct validity. For all, use established psychometric approaches, including item reduction, factor analysis and correlation analysis.
- Refine the prototype to maximize its measurement properties.
- Repeat as necessary the psychometric approaches leading to a final measure ready for use in the target area(s).
- Assess responsiveness to change, if the measure is intended to be used as an evaluative measure.

While these approaches make sense for a measure that predominantly comprises fixed-choice questions, and thus potentially quantifiable responses (for example, using a 5-point Likert scale), it is not self-evident how relevant they are for a measure that comprises predominantly open-ended, and thus non-quantifiable, questions. To the best of our knowledge, however, and confirmed from discussion with colleagues with expertise in outcome measurement, there is a dearth of discussion of or literature on this topic, save for research exploring the meaning and interpretations that potential respondents place on items in an outcome measure and the role of qualitative research in ensuring attention lies on the patient perspective. In part, such a lack of literature on validation for a qualitative measure could be accounted for on the argument that a thematic coding scheme could be developed that allocates a particular type of response into a code/number. The resultant set of codes would then take on the form of quantitative measurement, if only at a nominal level, and could then be subject to the psychometric validation process. However, this option fails to directly address the core issue in a way that preserves the principles of the qualitative paradigm.

It is to address the Muse that this paper is directed, with the aim of stimulating debate and adding to methodological understanding in the field of measurement validation. Following a comprehensive literature search, possible ways to evaluate a qualitative measure which comprises predominantly open-ended questions and, moreover, in a manner that honors the principles of qualitative research, are explored. To aid insight into the potential issues involved, the discussion and approach are situated against one newly-designed qualitative outcome measure, developed for young children (here, aged 5–8 years old) with the pediatric hip condition of Perthes.

Literature searches

An initial literature search on Google Scholar was undertaken in January 2019 to locate methodologically oriented literature and/or discussion of ways to evaluate an instrument that comprises predominantly open-ended questions. The keywords of “qualitative validation,” “qualitative measure,” “qualitative outcome measure” were used. This uncovered only a small number of potentially relevant articles.
A comprehensive search was then undertaken on three electronic databases in June 2019, with no data restrictions or other search limitations: PubMed (for bio-medical and health care-related literature); SCOPUS; and Web of Knowledge/Science (for social science-oriented literature). MESH search terms were derived from PubMed for the PubMed searches. For SCOPUS and Web of Science/ Knowledge, keywords were used in combination (using “AND”). The search and keywords terms and search yields are summarized in Table 1. The abstracts of the papers were first assessed, and full papers obtained for papers of potential relevance. The reference lists of the full papers were then explored for additional references.

Finally, to supplement these searches, an electronic search was conducted, using the keywords “qualitative validation,” “qualitative measure,” “qualitative outcome measure,” within three outcome measure focused journals, Patient Related Outcome Measures, Quality of Life Research and Health and Quality of Life Outcomes. In order to get as close as possible to the issue raised in the Muse, a self-titled “qualitative validation” of a fixed-choice, Likert-style outcome measure was also identified to examine how it set out to evaluate the measure, while paying heed to the principles of the qualitative paradigm.

Findings

The paper yield generated from the set of searches is summarized in Table 2. The searches of the three databases overall generated a similar set of papers, and thus numerous duplicate papers. Two major groupings were evident (see Table 2).

The first grouping, representing the overwhelming majority of articles (>90%) were those that used qualitative methods in the initial, in particular, content validation of a measure, and then, for all subsequent validation, used (quantitative) psychometric validation procedures. This approach was entirely appropriate as the measures themselves were most commonly of a Likert-type or fixed-scale response variety. This was also the case for the searches undertaken of the three journals. For example, a search of Health and Quality of Life Outcomes identified 12 articles. Typical examples were an article exploring the FACIT fatigue scale or an article exploring the Patient Uncertainty Questionnaire for rheumatology, the PUG-R.

The second grouping comprised articles that were either methodologically or methods focused and centered on the use of qualitative research. This second grouping was subsequently divided into six thematic areas (Table 2): (i) Methodologically/method-oriented and/or broader theoretical/philosophical discussions of validity; (ii) Guides to best practice for measure development; (iii) Use and importance of qualitative research in the development of a patient-reported outcome measure (PROM); (iv) Use of qualitative approaches in constructing a measure and generating an item pool; (v) Use of qualitative approaches in establishing construct validity and, in particular, content validity of a PROM; (vi) Use of qualitative approach to explore the validity or reliability of a qualitative measure.

The most notable finding from the literature review is the lack of focus on the topic, or issues surrounding, validation of a qualitative outcome measure or how this might be accomplished. If at all, attention centered on the use of concept elicitation interviewing, with experts or potential respondents to the measure (to elaborate the nature of the concept and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Search terms</th>
<th>Yield (number of papers)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PUBMED (MESH Terms)</td>
<td>Psychometrics; outcome assessment; health care</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Outcome assessment; health care; psychometrics; qualitative research</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patient reported outcome measures; outcome assessment; health care; methods. Subheading: methods.</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOPUS (Word Search Terms)</td>
<td>Qualitative, outcome measure, scale, development, validation</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Qualitative outcome measure, scale development. Subheading: psychometrics</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web of Science (Word Search Terms)</td>
<td>Qualitative research, outcome measure, psychometric validation</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 Illustrative examples of group two articles by theme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thematic area</th>
<th>Illustrative articles and content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Methodologically/Method Oriented | A. Discussion of “What is Validity and Reliability” in Qualitative Research:  
- Winter: for example, points to a “realist” approach – an account is valid if it reflects the perspectives of the actors in that situation (p. 7)  
- Creswell & Miller: stress importance of exploring validity from the lens of participants, for example, via member checking and peer (and cognitive) debriefing  
- Golafshani: inter alia, argues (p601) that validity, and reliability, in qualitative paradigms are assessable in terms of Credibility, Neutrality or Confirmability, Consistency or Dependability and Applicability or Transferability and of the importance of triangulation from multiple perspectives  
- Frost et al: focus on what are the psychometric properties to generate “sufficient evidence” for the validity and reliability of a PROM; argues for importance of establishing content validity as primary task, and use of qualitative research to do this, in particular, focus group and cognitive interviews; and then use of psychometric validation approaches |
| Theoretical Discussions of Validity | B. Theoretical/Philosophical Discussions  
- Zumbo: what is validity, and particularly construct validity, and its implications for process of validation? Presents a “contextualised and pragmatic explanation” of validity; construct validity “should provide an explanation for the test scores for the observed variation in test scores” (p. 69); validity as “establish (ing) the ‘why’ and ‘how…’” (p. 70) and as “support (ing) inferences … (made) from test scores…” (p. 70); validation is a “higher order integrative process…involving…concept formation…” (p. 69); argues for “multilevel testing and measurement” for a multilevel construct (p. 78).  
- Gadermann et al: importance of asking, “what are the underlying cognitive processes that result in respondents providing responses to self-report questions” (p. 39) in the way they do; use cognitive interviewing to do this.  
- Hubley & Zumbo: explore meaning of “response processes”; argue that response processes should be considered as “mechanisms that underlie what people, do, think or feel…when…responding to an item” (p. 2); research in this area should “become more explanation-based” (p. 8) and explore “the broader context (i.e. purpose of testing, setting, culture)” (p. 8) when the response to an item is completed. |
| Guides to Best Practice for Measure Development | C. Guides to Best Practice for Measure Development:  
- Wild et al: exploring best practice for cultural adaptation and translation of a PROM; includes use of persons in new cultural context with experience in qualitative interviewing and/or cognitive interviewing to explore translation and cultural adaptation  
- Brod et al: present best practice guide in use of qualitative research and exploration of content validity  
- Luyt: drawing on Adcock and Collier presents a framework for measure development comprising three interconnected stages: (i) measure development (background concept; developing concept definition; devising indicators); (ii) measure validation and (iii) measure revision. Advocating use of qualitative (in stage 1) and quantitative (for stage 2). |

(Continued)
Table 2 (Continued).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thematic area</th>
<th>Illustrative articles and content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use and Importance of Qualitative Research in Development of a PROM</strong></td>
<td>• Lasch et al(^27): qualitative research as providing sound and rigorous basis for PROM development; role of theoretical saturation (in coding categories) and triangulation, to explore from multiple perspectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cheung and Clark(^28): major role of qualitative research in PROM development and also cultural adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use of Qualitative Approaches in Constructing a Measure and Generating the Item Pool</strong></td>
<td>• Mallinson(^29): importance of exploring the meaning and interpretation that respondents place on items in a PROM, focusing here on the SF-36, a fixed-choice measure; item interpretation and meanings attached may interact with a range of social and cultural factors affecting the respondent; use of face-to-face (cognitive, debriefing) interviews while respondent completes the measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Viswanathan et al(^30): explore measurement implications of scale responses, depending on whether the primary concern is maximizing discrimination between scale responses, whilst retaining reliability) and meaningful discrimination from the perspective of the respondent; argues for greater emphasis to be placed on meaningful discrimination from the perspective of the potential respondent, and not measure developer/researcher.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Luyt(^31): explores measure development phase, in particular, the “constellation of meanings and understandings associated with a given concept” (p. 4), using focus groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cheung and Clark(^28): significance in ensuring explicit focus on patient perspectives; critical role lies in both item generation and establishing content validity (eg, concept elicitation, cognitive debriefing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Breyer et al(^31): develop a patient-grounded measure on the symptoms, functions and impacts of urethral stricture disease; use of concept elicitation and cognitive interviews, followed by patients prioritizing items in terms of their bothersome-ness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use of Qualitative Approaches in Establishing Construct Validity and, in particular, Content Validity of a Patient Reported Outcome Measure (PROM)</strong></td>
<td>• Hardesty and Bearden(^32): explore the use of expert judges in assessing the face and content validity of items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cremenns et al(^33): present a literature review of health self-report measures for children aged 3–8 years; range of measures found, using formats of Likert scales, graphical (pictorial), facial (cartoon) or visual analog; in 40% of measures children involved in item development (researcher talking with child) and in 47% pilot testing with children, where authors reported on content validity, in 40% of children themselves informed this; argues that measure developers should draw on the child’s perspective from the child, and not just rely on researcher/expert panel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
develop a conceptual model for the measure) and/or cognitive and/or debriefing interviewing (to explore the meaning and interpretation placed on items in a measure), important and central issues for both a quantitative and qualitative outcome measure.

Key issues arising from thematic areas depicted in Table 2, primarily those centered on the use of qualitative research in constructing a measure, generating the item pool and establishing construct validity and, in particular, content validity of a PROM, are summarized below. Focus lies on implications and/or suggestions for how best to evaluate a qualitative outcome measure that comprises predominantly open-ended questions.

The importance and value of qualitative research in constructing a PROM has been widely advocated and most especially in assessing and ensuring content validity. Most recently, Cheung and Clark in an editorial highlight the major role that qualitative research should play in the development, and any subsequent cultural adaptation, of a PROM. In particular, they point to its bringing patient perspectives to the fore and its value in generating an item pool and establishing content validity. Luyt also suggests the use of focus groups, in order to gain insight into the meanings that potential respondents to a measure associate with the underlying concept. Winter and Creswell and Miller both point to the importance and value of exploring validity from the perspectives of those completing a measure. Mallinson addresses this issue directly for one (then) highly popular and widely advocated PROM, the SF-36, focusing on the meaning and interpretation of fixed-choice questions. She draws attention to the fact that:

Standardisation of the survey text does not automatically lead to standardisation of meaning. (p. 12)

Moreover,

...The meanings of words does not inhere in the words themselves but is a product of the situation and the relationship between those interacting and can be affected by a range of social and cultural factors... (p. 12)

To explore the core issue of the meanings and interpretations potential respondents place on the questions, and their phrasing, she suggests use of:

- “Think-aloud” protocols;
- Face-to-face interviews; and,
- Use of “experts,” in particular, expert patients or patient panels.
Whichever of these methods are chosen, primary interest centers on exploring the face and content validity of the questions from the perspective of the potential respondents, and, critically, to gain deeper insight into where problems over intended meaning and interpretation arise. Findings can then be used either to temper the interpretations placed on the results of the measure, here ratings on the SF-36, and/or to assist the scale developer and/or researchers’ measure to further refine the measure to enhance its validity for the target group.

Again, drawing patient perspectives to the fore, Viswanathan et al.²⁰³⁰ explore the measurement implications of scale responses, depending on whether the primary concern is maximizing discrimination between scale responses (for example, where the difference between a 4 and a 5 on a five-point Likert scale is important, particularly for the researcher/measurer, whilst retaining reliability) and meaningful discrimination from the perspective of the respondent/consumer. Commonly, they comment, scale developers focus on maximizing discrimination, as long as reliability is not compromised. Indeed, some researchers would argue that a scale with too few categories (for example, 3 or 5) does not enable sufficient discrimination and, furthermore, that a larger number of scale levels often leads to a more reliable scale.

In contrast, Viswanathan et al.²⁰³⁰ argue in favor of maximizing meaningful discrimination, that is, ensuring a scale has an appropriate number of response categories to facilitate this. For example, use of a seven-point Likert scale asks the consumer to indicate a rating of an item on a scale from 1 to 7. One consumer may rate the item as a 5, another as a 6 and another as a 7. However, the consumers in their judgment may be re-interpreting/translate the scale values into more meaningful values, such as “low” (for example, 1, 2 and perhaps 3), “medium” (perhaps 4 and 5) and “high” (6 and 7; and maybe 5). For these three consumers, the 6 and the 7 would thus mean and be meaningful as “high,” and the 5 as “medium” or perhaps even “high.” To address this issue, Viswanathan et al.²⁰³⁰ recommend that a scale item should comprise the number of categories that the consumer finds meaningful. This will result in a more valid scale, and one that is able to “(generate) valuable diagnostic information about consumer attitudes and behaviours” (p. 123) and “validly measure differences in products” (p. 123–124). The challenge for the measure developer is then to clarify how many rating levels are meaningful to the target group, for example, through the use of expert consumer panels or “think-aloud” interviews as consumers complete a selection of items from the content pool.

A number of papers explore the use of concept elicitation, “think-aloud”/cognitive and debriefing interviewing, again to ensure the grounding of a PROM in the patient perspectives. Indeed, Gademann et al.²¹ build on Zumbo’s extended concept of validity and construct validity, using the process of cognitive interviewing in their empirical study. This provides a way to explore the understanding, meanings and interpretation that potential respondents to a measure ascribe to items in a measure and may help in understanding what an overall measure and associated item scores mean to them, for example, in their cultural context.²³ A useful example is provided by Breyer et al.’s study.³¹ They demonstrate how they developed a “patient-grounded” measure on the symptoms, functioning and impacts of urethral stricture disease in their everyday lives, using concept elicitation and cognitive interviews, followed by patient prioritization of items in terms of their impact on their quality of life. Cremens et al.³⁴ similarly used think aloud/cognitive interviews in their development of a generic quality of life measure for children aged 6–9 years.

In contrast, Hardesty and Bearden³² focus on issues surrounding the use of expert judges in the development of a scale or measurement tool. In the first part of their paper, in a similar manner to Mallinson,²⁹ their emphasis lies on the concepts of face and content validity, which they argue are often confused or used seemingly interchangeably. To illustrate the differences in the two concepts, they draw an analogy to a dartboard. To establish content validity, darts must land all over the dartboard, and not to just one side or adjacent segments. In contrast, to establish face validity, the darts have just to hit the dartboard; items in the item/content pool must therefore all “hit the dartboard,” and so reflect the desired construct. Moreover, all the items in the final content pool and resultant measure must have face validity. But, as they appropriately comment, face validity is just one part of construct validity, to ensure that the measure reflects what it is intended to measure. Other aspects, they point out, embrace content validity (items then representing a “proper” sample of the domain(s) of the concept being measured) and aspects such as discriminant, convergent and predictive validity. The second part of the paper reviews a number of “expert judging” decisions rules, to make sense of the findings from a panel of expert judges. They conclude by advocating the “sum-score” rule (that is, calculating the total score for an item
across all the judges, and then selecting the highest valued items, above a pre-defined score threshold). They end on a note of caution, commenting:

...Simply judging items may (sic, does) not guarantee the selection of the most appropriate items for a scale. (p. 106)

Other approaches of potential significance for the validation of a qualitative measure arise from three other papers.\textsuperscript{17,21,25} The former points to the relevance of classic qualitative quality criteria,\textsuperscript{18} in particular, the measure’s and contents’ credibility and confirmability (for example, from others’ perspectives or with other data). Gadermann et al\textsuperscript{21} point to the importance of developing coding and sub-coding categories, built on patient perspectives, guided by the research’s and/or measure’s purposes (in this instances, strategies used by patients to respond to the measure’s items). In a similar vein, and taking the discussion a quality assessment\textsuperscript{17} a step further, Luyt\textsuperscript{25} suggests use of at least two coders and then to explore intra- and inter-rater reliability.

Exploration of this literature suggests a number of issues and potential ways to address the guiding question to which this paper is directed: “how best and in an authoritative and credible manner can a qualitative measure/outcome measure be validated paying heed to the principles of the qualitative paradigm?” Nine key points are extracted.

1. The important role of qualitative research in bringing patient perspective to the forefront in the development of a PROM.
2. The need for and clarity of the underlying conceptual model of the proposed measure, basing this on patient perspectives through, for example, concept elicitation interviews and/or focus groups.
3. A need to ensure face and content validity in the measure’s item content pool by exploring this with potential respondents.
4. The importance of exploring and elucidating the meaning and interpretation potential respondents place on the scale’s items/questions and their phrasing. This should be extended to include any guide and/or instructions provided to respondents in relation to how to fill in the measure, item completion and meanings of the rating procedure (that is, the meaning the scale designer gives to a 1 to 5 for a five-point Likert scale).
5. The value of maximizing meaningful discrimination from the perspective of the potential respondent, and thus using the appropriate number of (rating) levels that they can manage and use, rather than prioritizing maximum discrimination from the perspective of the scale developer.
6. Subsequent further exploration of meaningful discrimination for the trimmed items in the measure’s content pool.
7. Retention of items for theoretically informed reasons or because of their respondent-related importance/significance, notwithstanding their psychometric features.
8. Use of appropriate qualitative methods to clarify and explore these issues including, for example: “think-aloud” protocols; cognitive interviews; expert respondent and/or other expert panels/judges.
9. Potential of drawing on the quality assessment criteria commonly employed in qualitative research, in particular, the measure’s and contents’ credibility and confirmability, along with the use of multiple coders of the qualitative data, to explore the validity and reliability of a measure.

To cast further light on the guiding Muse conundrum, an article with the term “qualitative validation” of a measure in its title was selected from a key outcome-focused journal, Quality of Life Research. This article\textsuperscript{14} focused on one established, widely used and psychometrically validated, self-administered scale, the Minnesota Living with Heart Failure (MLHF) questionnaire.\textsuperscript{39-41} Indeed, the paper’s authors partly justify their choice of this measure because “it is the most widely used QoL instrument in clinical trials in heart failure” (p. 418). For their validation study, they conducted two to three semi-structured interviews (76 in total), guided by a checklist, with a small sample (n=31) of patients recruited from two settings (a hospital with a nurse-led clinic, and one without) and selected from a large 2-year prospective observational study. Their validation approach used “simple qualitative pre-testing techniques from the field of questionnaire design” (p. 420) aimed at exploring the feasibility of the instrument, particularly its possible respondent burden (physical and mental), practical and interpretative problems respondents experienced and perceived face validity. For example, they observed respondents while they were completing the MLHF measure (using “think-aloud”), talked with them about the process of completing
the measure (respondent debriefing, using retrospective probes about what they were doing or thinking for a particular item) and sought comments on problems experienced with the questionnaire items, their interpretability and item relevance (face validity). A number of problems areas were evident.

Firstly, Hak et al\textsuperscript{14} found that respondents did not read or not read fully the instructions on how to complete the questionnaire and, thus in consequence, were answering the questions in other ways than those intended by the scale developer and researchers. Notably, the instructions for the MLHF explicitly draw attention to its core focus as: “did your heart failure prevent you from living as you wanted during the last month...” Questions should thus be answered for the time frame of “last month.” Focus on whether the respondent was “prevented from living as they wanted,” and refer only to symptoms or handicaps “caused by their heart failure” and not for other reasons/causes. Respondents’ spontaneous comments showed that these instructions were however not being followed and/or not fully understood. Most commonly, a different time frame was used (for example, the previous week), responses provided in relation to things they found difficult to do (but not necessarily were “prevented” from doing) and/or relating to symptoms or handicaps other than due to their heart failure (for example, old age) or symptoms that varied a lot (items such as swollen ankles or shortage of breath, with some answering from an “at present” time perspective). A further implication was that this might compromise test–retest validity. Overall, Hak et al\textsuperscript{14} comment: “the ‘true’ validity of the MLHF is low, in the sense that items are not read (or completed) as intended” (p. 421).

Other sets of problems their study identified related to respondents’ understanding of items, lack of a “not applicable” option and responding to items separated by an “or.” For example, respondents were unsure how to interpret the meaning of “loss of grasp”; they then made sense of it themselves, as it were, as the authors put it, “inventing” a meaning “on the spot.” Similarly, respondents did not know how to respond if they perceived an item as “not applicable,” as items in the MLFH did not provide this as a possible response. Finally, respondents were unsure how to respond to a question which separated two issues by an “or,” especially if it was not considered applicable to their current situation.

Findings from Hak et al’s\textsuperscript{14} study reinforce the arguments drawn from the literature review concerning the development of a credible and authoritative approach to validating a qualitative measure, that is, one comprising predominantly open-ended items, where the translation of open-ended responses is deemed inappropriate or as violating the qualitative paradigm. In summary, they point toward the need in a validation of a qualitative measure to prioritize the following:

1. Importance of clarity about, and basing the measure upon, an underlying conceptual model of the measure (and thus the concept it is aiming to measure).
2. Primary focus on face and content validity, and maximizing meaningful discrimination from the perspective of potential respondents.
3. The importance of exploring and elucidating the meaning and interpretation potential respondents place on the scale’s items/questions.
4. Exploring areas of difficulty and problems experienced, if any when completing the measure.
5. Exploring item relevance and interpretability from the perspectives of potential respondents.
6. Retention of items for theoretically informed reasons or because of their respondent-related importance/significance, irrespective of their psychometric features.
7. Use of appropriate qualitative methods to clarify and explore these issues: for example, cognitive interviews; observing respondents while completing the measure, combining this with “think-alouds” or cognitive interviewing and/or respondent debriefing using retrospective probes; expert respondents and/or other expert panels/judges.

Attention now turns to apply the points raised in the literature review to the development of a protocol for a qualitative outcome measure designed by the authors, in collaboration with colleagues at the University of Liverpool, to explore the impact of Perthes disease on the affected child and their family.

Developing a protocol to validate a child-friendly outcome measure for Perthes disease

Need for a measure and the development process

Perthes’ disease is a condition that affects predominantly young male children presenting between 4 and
Commonly reported outcomes are radiographic, focusing on the shape and congruency of the femoral head. Patient-centered outcomes, in particular, the potential major psycho-social, emotional and quality of life (QoL) impact of Perthes on the lives of affected children and their families have not been explored in the literature.

Following an approach by a leading Perthes surgeon from Alder Hey Children’s Hospital, Liverpool, UK, we, together with colleagues in Liverpool, developed a child-friendly measure for the child to complete either on their own or with the help of their parents. The measure was grounded in two tape-recorded open-ended interviews with members of two families (a mother, a father, respectively). We designed a topic guide for the interview, beginning by asking the parent to tell the story of their child with a hip condition, and its subsequent identification as Perthes, from their initial concern that something was wrong and its impact on the child, themselves and other children in the family and ending at its impact at the present time and stage of disease management. Follow-up questions and prompts were used to ensure full coverage of a range of potential impacts, for example, the impact on siblings, schooling, playing and socializing with friends, pain following activities, psycho-social effects limitations related to what the child could do, and wider influences on daily life activities. The interviews were thematically analyzed [TG, AFL], leading to the development of a prototype measure. This was centered around uncovering Perthes’ impact on the child on a “typical good day” and a “typical bad day.” It explored the social, emotional and QoL impact of Perthes on the child. Each item was accompanied by emojis/“smiley faces.” These were used as they are child-friendly, easy to interpret and fun to complete. In addition, the child was encouraged to write a brief story of a typical good and a typical bad day.

The measure was piloted with the same two families and their child affected by Perthes (one aged 5 and pre-surgery; one aged 8 and post-Perthes surgery). If necessary, and the case for the 5-year old, the child could seek parental help in completing the measure. Finally, the measure was revised based on parental comments and further methodological advice from a research colleague highly experienced in collecting data from young and teenage children. This led to rephrasing of some items to ease interpretation and to ensure the items were as meaningful as possible to the child. Extracts of the child booklet/measure are presented in Box S1 (the opening page), Box S2 (examples of items to rate by an emoji) and Box S3 (story writing) to illustrate the type and form of a qualitative measure that asks either for emoji responses and/or open-ended comments, stories and pictures. A copy of the full measure can be found in Leo et al.

Consultation with the Health Research Authority confirmed that ethical approval was not required for the research; it was deemed to be service development, aiming to determine important outcomes related to standard care (reference 60/89/81). A signed consent form was collected from parents, in particular, to seek their permission for the interview to be recorded, analyzed and subsequently disseminated, if appropriate, in an anonymized format.

Developing a possible validation protocol

Returning to the question posed in the guiding Muse, the starting point is to reflect on what parts of the standard measure validation methodology are appropriate to utilize. Looking overall, the first two stages in this methodology appear fitting, albeit with some modifications to ensure full adherence to the qualitative paradigm. However, other stages seem more problematic.

Stage 1 is the process of scale/measure development. Common foci, and appropriate in this qualitative context, are features including: patient base and/or patient-centredness; primary concern with face and content validity; focus on user domain-specific utility (in a health context, patients and clinicians); and practicality and feasibility to use, in both research and, in a health care context, routine clinical practice. The initial item pool may also draw on previous measures and experts’ views as long as the content pool also draws on and is grounded in patient views.

Further requirements must be addressed for a child-friendly measure. Examples include: interviews that involve children of the relevant age range and gender; ensuring that, and then exploring if, the measure captures aspects that are important, relevant and meaningful to children and engage their participation in completing the measure.

Stage 2 involves detailed exploration of the measure’s face and content validity and its meaningfulness to potential respondents. Techniques would include:

- Cognitive interviewing;
- Interpretability and understanding of the instructions short completing the measure;
- Exploration of the measure’s content in terms of its meaningfulness to the potential respondent, be it adult or child; appropriateness of specific measure content,
for example, use of emojis, story writing and pictures, and generation of meaningful discrimination;

- Exploring respondent’s (adult or child) engagement and ways to enhance this, if necessary, and respondent burden (for example, time to complete, level of enjoy-ability and concentration level; and respondents’ ability to express themselves verbally, orally and/or pictorially).

However, Stage 3, the process of standard psychometric validation, does not seem appropriate for a qualitative measure, due to its quantitative nature. The only way that psychometric validation methods can be applied would be to transpose appropriate parts of the initial qualitative measure into a quantitative form. The most obvious example for the Perthes measure relates to the emojis; these can straightforwardly be translated into 5-point Likert-type items. For textual data, a coding scheme could perhaps be drawn up based on thematic analysis. Each code would then be allocated a numerical value and a new “scale” developed for each open-ended question, for example, counting the number of allocated codes to one person’s textual comments as a proportion of the maximum number of codes arising from all respondents. For other qualitative data, for example, in the form of pictures, perhaps, but somewhat problematical, some sort of marking scheme could be developed. However, these approaches seem somewhat dubious and contrary to the principles and spirit of the qualitative paradigm.

In order to adhere to the qualitative paradigm, a different strategy is called for. So, what approaches can be utilized over and above those outlined in Stages 1 and 2 delineated above? The simplest answer is to say “none,” building on the approaches and arguments discussed above in the literature review. In contrast, primary concern must lie on face and content validity, meaningfulness to respondents, respondent-friendliness (be it adult or child), ease of phraseology and understanding by respondents.

In other words, the answer to the Muse is perhaps quite simple:

1. Accept the “qualitative” nature of the measure;
2. Recognize and give primacy to the strictures of the qualitative paradigm, including its emphasis on multiple perspectives, potential of concept saturation and the quality assessment criteria commonly employed in qualitative research (for example, credibility and confirmability);
3. Employ approaches that adhere to the principles and practice of the qualitative paradigm, for example, those used by Mallinson \(^{29}\) and Hak et al \(^{14}\);
4. Ensure the measure is grounded in users’ perspectives and experiences;
5. Explore in depth the measure’s face and content validity, interpretability, its meaningfulness and utility to target groups.

The above approach would seem to provide an acceptable, authoritative and credible approach, and potential gold standard way to validate a qualitative measure and one that adheres to the spirit and principle of the qualitative paradigm.

**Discussion and conclusion**

This paper set out to draw attention within the PROM field to the issue of how to evaluate a qualitative measure which comprises predominantly open-ended questions. The issue is of special significance in light of the increasing policy and practice of user (for example, patient, adult, child) related outcome measures, along with user-centredness and measures grounded in users’ views. Furthermore, within the health field, there is heightened interest in a focus on patient perspectives and the potential and power of collaborative, patient-practitioner decision making. \(^{44}-^{46}\)

An approach to validate a qualitative measure, and thus address the Muse posed at the beginning of the paper, has been presented. In essence, the outlined approach gives priority to, firstly, using methods that adhere to the principles and practice of the qualitative paradigm, and, secondly, focus on face and content validity, interpretability, meaningfulness to users and utility inter alia in a health context, discussions with patients.

Whether or not such an approach would be perceived as credible and potentially authoritative by advocates of psychometric validation remains to be seen. Notwithstanding, it is evident that psychometric validation is fitting only to a quantitative (outcome) measure. However, it is not appropriate to use psychometric validation procedures where a measure comprises predominantly open-ended questions and where translation of respondents’ views into numerical (nominal level) codes, is inappropriate and/or is seen as violating the principles and practice of the qualitative paradigm.

In conclusion, the response to the Muse conundrum is:

Do not force validation of a qualitative measure, itself comprising predominantly open-ended questions, into a
quantitatively based, psychometric validation ‘straight jacket’/procedure.

Retain and continue adherence to the principles of the qualitative paradigm and employ procedures drawn solely from that.

This means in practice placing the emphasis of meaningfulness, face validity and content validity, the meaning of item and measure scores to potential respondents, and, in the context of a child-friendly measure, a focus on the child’s views on the above and child-friendly-ness features of the measure. It is hoped that this paper promotes a debate and discussion and ultimately leads to the development of an authoritative and credible approach to qualitative measure validation and one that is recognized within the psychological and social health research and practice community.
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Supplementary materials

For the Child with Perthes

This is a new booklet to help us find out how your Perthes affects what you do and the way you feel. We have tried to make these questions as easy as possible to answer. Please try to answer all the questions. If you need your mum or dad to help you, that is fine.

In the tables on the next two pages, we are asking you what you can and cannot do and how you feel on a typical good day and a typical bad day. Please choose the smiley face that best matches how you feel or what you are able to do.

Example:

On a good day, I was able to do everything I wanted to, play outside and with my friends.

Your answer might look like this.

![Smiley face with happy expression]

On a bad day, I was unable to do what I wanted. The pain was too much. I could not go to school and just hoped some of my friends or my brother or sister might come and sit with me.

Your answer might look like this.

![Smiley face with sad expression]

Box S1 Opening page of measures.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>On a typical good day...</th>
<th>On a typical bad day...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>My hip is painful.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When my hip does not hurt, I feel happy.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can see and play with my friends.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am able to go to pre-school or school.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am able to sleep well at night.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Box S2** Example of items to rate with an Emoji.

---

**Can you write us a short story...?**

It would be really helpful if you would write down how your hip affects you. Can you do this for a recent good day and then again for a recent bad day?

**On a recent good day...**

Can you tell us about a recent good day, when you have been able to do lots of things you would normally do and had little pain? Tell us, if you can what you did from when you woke up and got up to when you went to bed. Maybe write it as a short story and draw us a picture too. Do ask your mum or dad to help if you want.

Please write what you want here and on another sheet of paper if you like.

When I woke up and got up in the morning....

When I went to school ....

When I came back from school until I went to bed ...